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In Literacy we will begin by exploring Egyptian Poetry through a video by Joseph Coelho. We will make a booklet of Egyptian poems that we like and we will plan and write our
own Pyramid poems focussing on our senses. We will then move on to Egyptian mystery stories where we will look at the plot and how to build suspense. After half term we will
write instructions for embalming before moving on to the Myths of Osiris and report writing based around the discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb.
In Maths we begin the term with statistics and decimals followed by shape. After half term we will complete shape before moving on to position and direction and finally
converting units. Year 6, after half term, will looking more at life skill maths.
In Science we will be learning about Space. Initially we will research each of the planets in our solar system. We will learn about the phases of the moon and see how these affect
our tides. After half term we will look at rockets and space exploration and consider if there might be life on Mars!
In our topic work we will find out about Egypt. We will find out where it is situated in the World and look at life along the River Nile. Then we will look at the ancient past and the
discovery of the ancient civilisations, the tomb of Tutankhamun, the curses, the treasures and artefacts which give us understanding of how the people lived.
In PE we will develop our stamina and determination by learning a range of new skills as we learn to play team games and use a range of equipment safely.
In creative sessions we will listen to Egyptian music, write using hieroglyphics, make necklaces, cartouches and even draw a self portrait of ourselves as a Pharaoh.

Innovation

This term Badger Class will have opportunities to deepen
their understanding of the world they live in and think
about how they could to change the future.
We will...
● Make stronger links with our friends at EduKid and
learn more about our sponsored child through
learning about his country and the conflicts it has
faced.
● Work with EduKids Global Citizenship Programme
● Be encouraged to think of ways that we can serve
our communities both locally and globally through
our environmental studies and our investigations
into pollution.
● Explore what ‘service’ is as a core virtue and have
the opportunity to look at our own actions and
think about innovative ways that we can bring
about positive changes to our World.

Summer 2022 - Service

Inspiring Changemakers
This term we will be exploring inspirational
people. In particular, we will look Queen
Elizabeth 2 and how she has given her life to
serve our country. We will also learn from
inspirational people from the past. We will think
about the impact these people have had on the
world and how we can make positive changes in
our own lives and in the world around us.

Community

Character

This term our focus virtues are; confidence, caring, courtesy,
honesty and reflection
We will…
● Explore these virtues in our whole school and class
based worships.
● Use our focus virtues as drivers for our teaching and
learning across the curriculum.
● Look out for ‘virtues in action’ in many ways as well as
develop our own character journeys and celebrate our
efforts
● Develop character through PSHE by exploring ideas
about right and wrong and making good choices.

During this term Badger Class will:
● Take part in enrichment activities focused around outdoor activities such as planning, planting and growing in the vegetable garden. We will continue our outdoor
education through visits to Beer Mill where will look at the difference in wildlife at Beer Mill compared to Egypt. We will also look at the plants that the Ancient
Egyptians might have used in the potions.
● Learn more about EduKid through a range of virtual sessions and hands-on practical experiences.
● Continue to make links with our local community through our visits to secondary schools and through our end of year leavers celebration and sports day across the
Tritons. We hope also to have a Jubilee celebration.
● Develop our awareness of what it means to serve our community and how many people provide a service which helps to keep us and our environment safe.
(Character virtue –Service)

